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Abstract—In modern DSL networks, crosstalk among different lines (i.e., users) is the major source of performance
degradation. Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM) refers to
a set of techniques to mitigate the effect of crosstalk leading
to spectacular performance gains. However the main research
efforts in DSM aim at only physical layer performance whereas
the true end user experience depends on what they see at
the application rather than the physical layer. Upper layer
performance metrics like throughput and delay may be much
more important to improve the user satisfaction. To that end,
we provide a framework to study upper layer performance by
looking at scheduling and DSM together. We show how optimal
scheduling can be combined with optimal DSM and provide
throughput-optimal scheduling algorithms which require only
polynomial complexity. We furthermore present extensions that
significantly improve delay performance by using the specific
structure of the underlying problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology provides broadband access over twisted pair copper wires of the existing
telephone network. Nowadays it is still the most popular
broadband access technology worldwide. The major obstacle
for performance improvement remains the excessive electromagnetic interference, also called crosstalk, generated among
different lines in the same cable bundle.
One promising set of techniques for tackling the crosstalk
problem is Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM). The main
idea of DSM is to prevent and/or remove crosstalk by spectrum
and/or signal coordination, respectively. In this paper, we
focus on spectrum level coordination, also referred to as
spectrum management, spectrum balancing, or multi-carrier
power control. From an information-theoretic point of view,
this is known as a multi-carrier interference channel where
the interference from the other users is treated as noise. Many
DSM algorithms1 are proposed in literature ranging from fully
autonomous [1], [2] and distributed [3]–[5] to centralized
algorithms [6]–[8].
The major research efforts in DSM algorithms aim at
only physical layer performance, which is to maximize the
data rates subject to power constraints. However the end
user experience depends on what they see at the application
rather than physical layer. The application workload naturally
arrives with only a finite workload instead of the infinite
workload assumed by physical layer DSM design. Furthermore
an increasing amount of applications (e.g. video and voice)
are delay-sensitive. Motivated by the above two that have not
been treated in existing and vast DSM literature, we look
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at how upper layer scheduling and physical layer DSM can
work together so as to incorporate upper layer performance
metrics such as throughput and delay. As we show later, both
optimal scheduling and DSM are computationally intractable,
i.e., NP-hard. This paper tries to address the questions of how
relaxations on both problems work well together towards good
upper layer performance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) We provide a generalized framework to study the upper
layer performance over DSL networks, motivated by the
recent research in other areas, e.g., wireless scheduling.
This framework is a useful tool to understand throughput
and delay performance provided by DSM algorithms
at the physical layer, as well as gives us practical
implications on the design of future DSM algorithms.
The proposed framework facilitates characterization of
throughput and delay properties, and also discloses the
generic trade-off between complexity, and throughput or
delay.
(ii) Using this framework, we connect throughput-optimal
scheduling to the globally optimal DSM algorithms that
require exponential computational complexity. However,
somewhat surprisingly, we show that it is possible to
achieve optimal throughput by using (randomized) suboptimal DSM algorithms with only polynomial time
complexity. However, the price to pay is increasing delay.
(iii) Then, we provide algorithms which significantly improve
delay performance with only small extra complexity, by
exploiting the specific structure of our problem, namely
correlation in frequency and time domain, and also single
user optimality for large crosstalk DSL scenarios.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
A. System Model
Network and Traffic Models. We consider a discrete timeslotted system, indexed by t, consisting of N interfering DMTDSL modems or users. We denote by K the number of
frequency bands or tones available for each user. We abuse
the notations N and K to refer to the index set of users and
tones. Each user has an infinite-size buffer which is fed by
exogenous arrivals. We denote by An (t) the number of arrivals
(in bits) to the user n, ∈ N, at time t. The arrival process is
assumed to be i.i.d. across time-slots, where E[An (t)] = λn .
We assume that the duration of one time-slot is small enough
so that λn is upper bounded by a constant, denoted by Ω, i.e.,
An (t) ≤ Ω, ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ≥ 0. Denote by λ = (λn : n ∈ N )
the (mean) arrival vector across users.
Resource Model. The network resources are represented
by a finite set R of the feasible rate vectors, referred to as

rate region describing the simultaneous achievable rates (in
bits/slot) of the users. The data rates of the users in turn depend
on their transmit powers and the resulting interference across
tones and users. This results in the following characterization
of the achievable rate region R:
n
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where snk denotes the transmit power of user n on tone k,
P n denotes the total power budget available to user n, sn,mask
k
denotes the spectral mask constraint for user n on tone k, and
fs denotes the DMT symbol rate. The bnk , which depends on
the transmit powers, denotes the bit rate of user n on tone k,
given by:
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where [Hk ]n,m = hn,m
is an N × N matrix containing the
k
channel transfer functions from transmitter m to receiver n
on tone k. The diagonal elements are the direct channels, the
off-diagonal elements are the crosstalk channels. σkn denotes
the noise power that contains thermal noise, alien crosstalk
and radio frequency interference (RFI). Note that the channel
and noise are characterized as constant over time but it can
simply be extended to be varying in function of time slots. Γ
denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap to capacity, which
is a function of the desired bit error ratio (BER), the coding
gain and noise margin [9].
Resource Allocation Scheme. Then, a resource allocation
scheme chooses a sequence of rate schedules (R(t) =
(Rn (t) : n ∈ N ))∞
t=0 , R(t) ∈ R. Since the main resources of
our system are the transmit power spectra (snk (t) : n ∈ N, k ∈
K) and the rate schedule R(t) is determined by the allocated
power spectra, we use “resource allocation” algorithm and
“(power) scheduling” algorithm interchangeably throughout
the paper.
Queueing Dynamics. Denote by Qn (t) the queue length of
the buffer of user n at time t. The queueing dynamics are then
defined by the following recursion:

+
Qn (t + 1) = Qn (t) − Rn (t) + An (t + 1), (2)
where [x]+ = max(x, 0).

Definition II.2 (Throughput-region). The throughput-region
Λ ⊂ RN
+ is the set of all arrival vectors for which there exists
a scheduling algorithm stabilizing the system.
Throughput-region can be regarded as the maximum
throughput than one can achieve. In other words, no scheduling
can stabilize the systems for the arrival rate vector outside of
the throughput-region. The throughput-region can be characterized as: Λ = convex-hull(R). We say that a scheduling
which can stabilize the system for any arrival rate vector in Λ
is throughput-optimal.
In addition to throughput, we also consider
P the total (stationary) queue length over users, given by: n∈N E[Qn (τ )].
This naturally relates to delay from Little’s law.
Our objective is to develop a resource allocation scheme for
this coupled N -user DSL system, that achieves throughputoptimality without knowledge of the mean arrival rates.
III. T HROUGHPUT-O PTIMAL S CHEDULING
A LGORITHMS

Performance metrics considered in this paper are throughput
and delay that may be the two performance goals in networking and communication systems. To define throughput, we first
define the notion of stability that essentially represents the
condition that queue-lengths remain finite.
Definition II.1 (Stability). The system is said to be stable, if
"
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A primary performance objective of any scheduling is to
guarantee stability whenever possible, i.e., whenever the arrival
rate vector λ belongs to the throughput region defined as
follows:

DSM

Conventional DSM algorithms aim at optimizing physical
layer performance, i.e. allocate transmit powers so to maximize data rates subject to power constraints. Here we will
extend the objective to upper layer performance metrics such
as throughput and delay.
We first describe a scheduling that is throughput-optimal,
and then show its connection to the conventional DSM problem formulation. To that end, we first define the weight
of
schedule R(t) as: W (t) , W (R(t)) ,
P the rate
n
n
n∈N Q (t)R (t). Consider the following scheduling, referred to as Max-Weight (MW): at time-slot t, it schedules
R⋆ (t) that maximizes the weight, i.e.,
X
R⋆ (t) = arg max
Qn (t)Rn .
R∈R

n∈N

It has been proved that MW scheduling is throughputoptimal under slightly different system models (e.g., [10]),
and extension to our system model is straightforward. By
incorporating the DSM physical layer resources introduced in
section II-A, it is easy to observe that MW scheduling comes
down to solving the following highly nonconvex optimization
problem at every time-slot t:
max
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Note that the objective of the existing (rate-adaptive) DSM
algorithms in literature is to solve the optimization problem in
(3), where the queue length of the user n is used as its weight2 ,
i.e., wn = Qn (t) (see e.g., [6]). In other words, existing DSM
algorithms can be reused as an underlying building block of
Max-Weight scheduling, where the DSM problem has to be
solved at each time slot, replacing wn by the queue lengths
Qn (t) at time slot t.
2 This weight differs from the weight of a “schedule”, but for simplicity we
use the same term for both cases.

At this point we distinguish three different types of DSM
algorithms that are (i) globally optimal, (ii) locally optimal,
and (iii) heuristic. Globally optimal DSM algorithms, such
as OSB [6], BB-OSB [7] and PBB [8], succeed in finding
the globally optimal solution of (3) where the feasible set
of transmit power spectra is discretized up to accuracy ∆s .
Locally optimal DSM algorithms, such as SCALE [3], DSB
[4] and MIW [5], only guarantee a locally optimal solution to
(3). Heuristic DSM algorithms, such as IW [1] and ASB [2],
do not necessarily ensure globally or locally optimal solutions
to (3), but have practically strong merits in near-optimality
with reasonably low complexity.
Thus, scheduling based on globally optimal DSM algorithms can be regarded as throughput-optimal algorithms,
i.e., achieving maximum throughput performance. However,
these algorithms require computationally intractable complexity (i.e., NP-hard in terms of N), leading to difficulty in
practical implementation. Our question is whether we can
achieve throughput-optimality even with sub-optimal DSM
algorithms having lower, practical complexity. In this paper,
due to space limitations, we restrict our focus on just locally optimal algorithms, and further we do not differentiate
centralized and distributed algorithms. To formally study, we
first introduce randomized scheduling algorithms in the next
section.
IV. P OLYNOMIAL C OMPLEXITY S CHEDULING ACHIEVING
T HROUGHPUT O PTIMALITY
Locally optimal DSM algorithms [3]–[5] require only polynomial complexity. However they sometimes fail to find the
globally optimal solution of the nonconvex problem (3). Indeed, their final solution strongly depends on the chosen initial
starting point. Some initial starting points lead to the globally
optimal solution whereas others lead to only a locally optimal
solution. We note that there always exist at least one initial
starting point or a region of starting points leading to globally
optimality. We will exploit this starting point dependence
in combination with an appropriate scheduling scheme to
design polynomial complexity throughput-optimal scheduling
algorithms.
A. δ-Randomized DSM Algorithms
To achieve our goal, we first introduce a notion of δrandomized DSM algorithms, defined as follows:
Definition IV.1 (δ-randomized DSM). A DSM algorithm,
which produces a random schedule R′ (t), is δ-randomized
for some 0 < δ ≤ 1, if at each time-slot t,
P[R′ (t) == R⋆ (t) | Q(t)] ≥ δ,

(4)

where R⋆ (t) is the optimal solution of (3).
In other words, a δ-randomized DSM algorithm randomly
generates a rate schedule R′ (t) that is guaranteed to be equal
to the optimal rate schedule with positive probability. Clearly,
globally optimal DSM algorithms are 1-randomized DSM.
Now, consider the following scheduling algorithm using a
δ-randomized DSM, referred to as Pick-and-Compare. Pickand-Compare scheduling can be interpreted as a randomized
scheduling that produces a “reasonably good” schedule in

Algorithm 1 Pick-and-Compare Scheduling: at time-slot t
Step 1 “Pick” a random rate schedule R′ (t) using δrandomized DSM.
Step 2 Compute the weight of R′ (t), i.e., W (R′ (t)).
Step 3 “Compare” W (R′ (t)) and W (R(t − 1)), and take the
rate schedule with larger weight for the rate schedule
at slot t, i.e., R(t) = arg maxS∈{R′ (t),R(t−1)} W (S).
Step 4 Apply R(t) to transmit data.
terms of its non-zero probability of finding a globally optimal
schedule (Step 1), in conjunction with progressively selecting
better schedules by comparing the previous schedule and the
current randomized schedule (Step 3). Again, when δ = 1,
the Pick-and-Compare scheduling recovers the Max-Weight
scheduling algorithm. Theorem IV.1 states the throughput
property of the Pick-and-Compare scheduling.
Theorem IV.1. For any 0 < δ ≤ 1, a Pick-and-Compare
scheduling with δ-randomized DSM is throughput-optimal.
The same result has been proved under different system
models (see e.g., [11], [12] in wireless scheduling). Thus,
we omit the complete proof due to space limitations, but
provide only sketch of the proof: The stochastic stability of
the considered queueing system can be proved by defining a
certain Lyapunov function and then proving that the system
has a negative Lyapunov drift whenever the aggregate queuelength is greater than some constant B. The throughputoptimality of MW scheduling can bePproved by defining a
quadratic Lyapunov function, L(t) , n∈N Qn (t)2 . In fact,
we can easily show that Pick-and-Compare scheduling satisfies
the following: W (t) ≥ W ⋆ (t)−C(t), where E[C(t)] ≤ K, for
some constant K. The (random) suboptimality C(t) is due to
the fact that Pick-and-Compare can find the maximum-weight
scheduling only every 1/δ slot on average, and this additive
suboptimality does not affect the stability region.
These δ-randomized algorithms indeed represent a parameterized family of scheduling algorithms that achieve
throughput-optimality. The parameter δ can range from 1 to
a very small number, where typically, a smaller δ leads to
algorithms with lower complexity at the cost of increasing
delays, as discussed in Sections IV-B and IV-C.
Now, we provide a simple way of realizing δ-randomized
DSM using the existing locally optimal DSM algorithms.
This is based on random selection of an initial starting point.
We first denote by T the set of all possible transmit power
combinations discretized up to accuracy ∆s :
T = {(yij : i ∈ N, j ∈ K)|yij ∈ {0, ∆s , . . . , si,max
}}, (5)
j
where si,max
, min(P i , si,mask
). Note that the globally
j
j
optimal solution s⋆ , obtained by the globally optimal DSM
algorithms, belongs to this set. By randomly choosing an
element of T and using it as the initial transmit power vector
for the locally optimal DSM algorithm, there should be a nonzero probability to converge to globally optimal performance.
More specifically, if the optimal solution is chosen from
T (i.e., we allow only discretized powers in the system),
it converges to the global-optimal solution as the locally
optimal DSM algorithms are monotonically increasing over
their successive iterations. This leads to a δ-randomized DSM

algorithm, which will be referred to as R1-DSM. Then, R1DSM can be used in combination with the Pick-and-Compare
scheduling of Algorithm 1 to obtain a throughput optimal
DSM scheduling scheme with only polynomial complexity,
where the lower-bound on δ is |T1 | .
R1-DSM (Random Initial Point)
1) Pick a random initial transmit power x ∈ T uniformly,
2) Apply a locally optimal DSM algorithm starting with x.
B. Delay Performance of δ-Randomized DSM
As shown in the previous section, it is possible to achieve
throughput optimality with randomized locally optimal DSM
algorithms. What price should be paid for this complexity reduction from exponential to polynomial without losing
throughput region? Next, in Section IV-C we will show that
the price is delay. Further, we use this characterization of
price to develop other scheduling algorithms with polynomial
complexity that improve delay performance with small extra
complexity.
Calculating the exact delay performance in our system is
known to be very difficult, still an open problem mainly
due to complex coupling of queueing dynamics across users,
tones, and stochastic arrivals. Therefore we rely on a delay
bound. Although this delay bound may not be tight in some
scenarios, this bound is quite helpful to understanding how
delay performance scales with δ, which in turn relates to the
complexity of scheduling algorithms.
The delay performance should depend on the input arrival
rate λ, e.g., as λ approaches the boundary of the throughputregion, then delay will correspondingly increase. To quantify
this intuition, we use the notion of distance between the arrival
vector and the throughput region as follows:
Definition IV.2 (Distance).
d(λ) = sup{δ : λ ∈ (1 − δ)Λ}.

(6)

This distance essentially represents how heavily the system
is loaded, where smaller λ leads to larger d(λ). Using this
definition, the following bound on the delay can be obtained
for randomized scheduling with δ-randomized DSM algorithm
and λ ∈ Λ.
T
N 2 Ω(2/δ + 1)
1 XX h n i
,
E Q (t) ≤
lim sup
d(λ)
T →∞ T t=1
n∈N

where recall that Ω is the maximum number of arrivals at
one slot. We can observe that as δ decreases, the delay bound
increases. We skip the proof for space limitation. The idea is
to define a quadratic Lyapunov function, and to telescope its
drift across time-slots (see [13] for details).
Now, let us investigate the delay performance of Pickand-Compare with R1-DSM. As discussed earlier, δ ≥ |T1 | ,
where the delay bound becomes very large, i.e., delay bound
≈ O(|T |). This indicates that the delay of R1-DSM is pretty
large in the worse-case sense. However, note that in many
cases, δ may be much larger since depending on the scenario,
we may have many possible initial starting points converging
to the global optimal solution. Next, we will propose a modified DSM that improves the delay performance significantly
with small extra complexity.

C. Significant Delay Decrease with Small Extra Complexity
Locally optimal DSM algorithms reduce complexity, which,
instead, guarantees finding the global optimal solution only
probabilistically (in conjunction with a random initial point)
with negative effect on delay. Can we improve delay performance significantly (i.e., increase the probability of finding the
globally optimal solution), by exploiting the specific structure
of our problem? The answer is positive, and we will use the
following specific features to achieve the goal:
1) Time-slot correlation: When queue lengths are large
(i.e., the input arrival vector is close to the boundary
of throughput-region), the system does not observe much
difference in weights (i.e., queue lengths) over subsequent
time-slots.
2) Tone correlation: Subsequent tones have similar channel
characteristics and so also have similar solutions.
These problem-specific correlations across time-slot and
tones can actually be exploited to choose the initial starting points more intelligently. One can add two additional
initial starting point to the random point in each tone: (1)
the best local optimum at that tone from the previous time
slot using the idea of time-slot correlation, and (2) the best
local optimum from the previous tone using the idea of tone
correlation. The inclusion of these extra initial points will
increase δ, resulting in better delay performance. This leads
to the following δ-randomized DSM algorithm that can be
combined with the Pick-and-Compare in Algorithm 1 to obtain
a throughput-optimal scheduling with significantly improved
delay performance, compared to R1-DSM.
R2-DSM (Time-slot and tone correlation)
1) For each tone, choose three initial starting points: i)
random point, ii) the best local optimum at that tone from
the previous time slot, iii) the best local optimum from
the previous tone,
2) Apply a locally optimal algorithm for all initial starting
points and retain best converged local optimum in each
tone.
A third δ-randomized DSM is inspired by the recent result
in [14], where it is stated that for large crosstalk scenarios
the solution of (3) is an FDMA solution, i.e. a solution where
only one user is active at each tone. We indeed have observed
that for large crosstalk scenarios the locally optimal solutions
get isolated along the axes [4]. Therefore in addition to the
random initial point, we propose to extend the number of initial
points in each tone k ∈ K so that it includes all the solutions
where only one user transmits at spectral mask sn,mask
. By
k
adding these initial points, the likelihood that one of these
initial starting points leads to the globally optimal solution of
that tone, increases significantly. This results in the following
δ-randomized DSM algorithm:
R3-DSM (N single-user initial points)
1) For each tone, choose N + 1 initial starting points: i)
random point, ii) N single user initial starting points at
spectral mask,
2) Apply locally optimal algorithm for all initial starting
points and retain best converged local optimum in each
tone.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
It is crucial to understand and design algorithms for DSL
systems from the perspective of QoS that will be experienced
by the users. In this paper, we show that the results from
physical-layer DSM, under assumption of infinite backlog,
may be significantly changed. More specifically, by jointly
considering upper layer scheduling and the physical-layer
DSM algorithm, somewhat surprisingly, even sub-optimal
DSM algorithms can achieve throughput maximization, when
intelligent scheduling algorithms are employed, with an interesting trade-off between complexity and delay.
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
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